Bmw 323i radiator

For generations car owners have trusted the quality craftsmanship of BMW and valued the
extravagance afforded by these vehicles. Since you insist on interior comfort along with
considerable power, a BMW may be your ideal car. Is it smart to fork over a lot on a great,
stylish luxury car, and then be a skinflint with new car parts? Comfort-optimized vehicles such
as the high-end BMW i are made to be made use of with consideration and then regularly
repaired and serviced. To preserve the luxury and comfort you bought with your BMW i, it's
critical to use only the most reliable OEM and aftermarket car parts. The BMW you chose was
put together with quality and skill; it ought to have new OEM components of a similar high level
of value. Protect your vehicle's critical components by investing in the best high-quality parts
and accessories. Maximum capacity and automotive performance are derived from great
components and accessories. A vehicle's BMW i Radiator is important to the cooling system as
it keeps the coolant fluids that are needed to circulate around your engine. Your BMW i Radiator
is mounted in the front of your motor and makes use of air moving through the grille to lower
the temperature of the antifreeze. Usually, the BMW i Radiator is made of plastic or aluminum
and holds the coolant mixture of antifreeze and water that is employed to keep the motor cool
once it is in operation. Because you would not consider something less than a BMW when you
bought your vehicle, why settle for anything other than stellar parts and support? Whether you
drive an exotic sports car or a station wagon, we have all the aftermarket parts you need right
here. Your BMW is a fantastic machine They are available for the following BMW i years: , , , , , , ,
, , 11, 10, 09, 08, 07, 06, 00, 99, All I have to do now is get to work. Always get my shipments on
time and quality of parts are really good. I always use this website to order any part for my car.
Fast shipping received radiator within 24 hours of placing ordering. Perfect fit replacing orginal
radiator in14 year old BMW. Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call To Order: To return a part,
simply submit a support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will issue you an RMA number
to return your product. See customer service page for refund and return details. We scour the
web to make sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy with confidence! Click to
Enlarge. Behr W Radiator. Product SKU: W Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Quality:
Premium - High quality new replacement part. Important Product Info: Plastic Tank. Important
Product Info: 2. Metrix W Radiator. Shipping Options: Ground Shipping. Spectra Premium CU
Radiator. TYC Radiator. Product SKU: 17 11 1 Construction Plastic Tank Aluminum. Features:
Increased thermal performance, enhanced design features, and design commonization for
maximum availability with the minimum amount of parts. Meets or exceeds the manufacturer's
specifications that are ready to install. Product SKU: GPD C Radiator. The main function of the
radiator is to extract and dissipate heat from the engine. Radiators help cool the engine for
optimal performance. Durability tested on every new design Direct fit replacement. The main
function of your BMW i Radiator is to keep your engine cool and from overheating. Your BMW i
engine produces a lot of heat while it is running. The coolant absorbs the heat and then passes
it through the radiator where it is cooled off. The coolant is then circulated back to the engine.
Therefore it's important that you make sure that it works properly. In case you suspect that your
BMW i Radiator is faulty, it's important that you have it checked out as soon as possible. You,
however, don't need to panic since your BMW i Radiator will produce a few signs once it starts
wearing out. One of the first signs of a bad or failing BMW i Radiator is leaking coolant on the
floor. In case you notice a coolant leak on the floor of your garage or driveway, then it might be
a sign of a faulty radiator. To positively identify that you have a crack in your radiator, your
mechanic will need to perform a pressure test where colored dye is added to the cooling
system, in case it leaks out; then you might have to replace your BMW i Radiator. Another
common symptom with a failing radiator is if your vehicle is constantly overheating. This might
mean that your radiator is going bad. One of the most common failures in vehicles that overheat
is a failing radiator, this is because it's the only way that the vehicle is cooled. It's important to
have your car checked out as soon as you notice this sign because, it may not be to the point
where it has completely failed, but if neglected, it could cause more damage to your vehicle's
engine. Therefore it's a good idea to have the problem inspected as soon as possible. The
coolant that's for your vehicle is usually green, yellow or red. When your radiator starts failing,
your coolant will get contaminated and will make the fluid rusty or oil color. This will make it
turn to sludge and the coolant will not be able to cool the engine effectively, this is because it
will not drain properly and it will ultimately remain in your BMW i Radiator. Therefore as soon as
you notice leaking coolant, or your vehicle keeps overheating, you will need to contact your
mechanic as soon as possible and have your BMW i Radiator checked out and possibly
replaced. It's important to get a personalized quote that is based on your location, the make,
year and model of your car. When it comes to purchasing your BMW i Radiator, it's advisable
that you get it from a trusted online retailer like PartsGeek. We sell all BMW i auto parts at
affordable prices, and since everything is done online, there are no overhead costs involved.

Read more reviews. Catalog: A. Vehicle Transmission BMW i. Shipping Options: Ground
Fitment Information:. Catalog: D. Catalog: B. Vehicle Engine BMW i. Vehicle BMW i. Vehicle
Body BMW i. Catalog: F. Catalog: G. Catalog: H. Catalog: C. Catalog: T. Catalog: P. Catalog: Q.
Catalog: N. For decades vehicle buyers have relied on the reliable engineering of BMW and
appreciated the luxury afforded by this manufacturer. The sleek looks and reliable performance
of the BMW make errand running more exciting. High-status sedans like the nicely made BMW i
are manufactured to be made use of gently and then regularly repaired and serviced. Is it smart
to fork over a hefty price on a great, stylish luxury vehicle, only to be a skinflint with new
aftermarket or OEM components? To preserve the comfort and luxury you chose with your
BMW i, it's critical to use only the highest-quality new OEM car parts. Your fine BMW was
assembled with the highest care and skill; it should have new replacement or OEM parts of the
same top level of value. Your vehicle has a place in your heart because it has great performance
and awesome style, and to have it purring along in top form you need the best in replacement
parts. Drivers who love performance car or trucks understand that nothing is more crucial than
installing the newest replacement parts for your car. Your BMW i Radiator Fan improves air flow
around the radiator so that the coolant is effectively cooled. The BMW i Radiator Fan is driven
by belts and can be made of either metal or plastic and is commonly guarded by a fan shroud.
Your vehicle's BMW i Radiator Fan can be found directly in front of your radiator and sends
chiller external air past the radiator fins. We understand your devotion to your BMW, so we
carry only excellent parts. If you want the most performance from your car or truck, remember
that good parts are part of outstanding performance - and we have the quality parts right here.
The BMW is an engineering triumph, keep it purring with our collection of reliable vehicle parts
from PartsGeek. They are available for the following BMW i years: , , , , , , , , , 11, 10, 09, 08, 07,
06, 00, 99, We stock radiator fan parts for most BMW models including X5 , i , Li , i , i , X3 , i , i , i
, i , i , xi , i , iL , Ci , Li , i , Ci , Z3 , Ci , xi , ti , i , i , i , xi , i xDrive , i , i , M3 , Ci , i xDrive , xi , xi , is ,
M5 , Ci , is , i and d. First thing I noticed was the packaging, well secured and good product
support. The fan was easy to instal and plugged right in. Works great no complaints here. Slid
right in. Installation took about 10 mins. How often does that happen! Original lasted k miles.
Hopefully this one will hold up as well. As always perfect fit for my bimmer, I've shopped other
parts dealer online and no one can come near there prices. I can finally stop looking on other
sites. Partsgeek has everything I need! Great job guys! Skip to main content Menu. Close X. Call
To Order: To return a part, simply submit a support ticket within 30 days of ordering and we will
issue you an RMA number to return your product. See customer service page for refund and
return details. We scour the web to make sure PartsGeek always has low prices. You can buy
with confidence! Click to Enlarge. Shipping Options: Free Ground Shipping. Replacement
Auxiliary Fan Assembly. Package Contents Condenser Fan Assembly. Features: Engineered to
match the fit and performance of the stock condenser fan Designed with the same materials and
components as the original part Components are tested in laboratory settings to ensure
performance. Package Contents Radiator Fan Assembly. Features: Precision-engineered to
match the fit and performance of the stock radiator fan assembly Designed with the same
materials and components as the original part Tested in laboratory settings to ensure
performance. Quality: Premium - High quality new replacement part. Product SKU: W Shipping
Options: Ground Shipping. Product Note: Pusher Fan - For Compression Frame only : Located
in front of radiator : Models after production cut-offs listed use a different cooling fan which
does not use a compression frame mounting system - this is referred to by BMW as the
"pusher" fan. Detailed Note: For compression frame only. Models after production cut-offs
listed use a different cooling fan which does not use a compression frame mounting system.
This is referred to by BMW as the "pusher" fan. Vemo W Auxiliary Fan Assembly. For the
auxiliary cooling fan mounted behind the radiator, see 17 11 7 Important Product Info: 2.
Product SKU: 17 11 7 Product SKU: Features: Assembly designed with the same materials and
components as the original part. The radiator fan plays a very critical role in a vehicle - it helps
keep the radiator cool so that the car does not overheat. If you find your BMW radiator fan not
working, it is important that you take care of the problem immediately or it could result in some
serious damage to your vehicle. There are quite a few common issues with radiator fans that
you should be aware of. Knowing what could be the cause of your BMW i radiator fan not
working is important so you can get your car to a certified mechanic and get it inspected and
replace your radiator fan if necessary. Things to Inspect When You Have Radiator Fan Problems
There are certain parts that you should check out when you have problems with your radiator
fan, including: Fuse: Whenever an electrical part of your vehicle does not work, the first thing
you need to check is the fuse. If you aren't aware as to where the fuses are located in your car,
simply check your owner's manual to find out where they are and which fuse controls the
cooling system. Ensure that the radiator fan's fuse is intact and secure. If it is not, you should

get it replaced immediately and that should stop your BMW E46 electric fan not working. Fan
Wires: If your engine is heating, but the fan is not working, you should inspect the fan wires.
First, unplug the wires - you will find two wires of positive and negative feed which should be
putting out roughly 12 volts of direct current. Get a voltmeter to check if current is present. If it
is not, both wires and the fan relay need to be checked to see if you need to replace them. The
fan relay will be located under the hood. If voltage is running from the relay to the fan, the
problem is a faulty fan which needs to be replaced. If you need a radiator fan replacement, make
sure that the right CFM rating is right for your car. Other Parts to Check Apart from the fuse and
fan wires, you should check the coolant level, temperature sensor and fan clutch. The coolant
level should be near the maximum level mark to avoid possible overheating. The temperature
sensor is the part of the cooling system that reads the system's cooling temperature,
determining when the radiator fan comes on. If the sensor does not work, the fan will not start
as it will not know that the temperature is high enough to need activation, which can often lead
to overheating. If you have a faulty sensor, you need to get it replaced immediately. The fan
clutch holds the radiator fan to the engine, making it turn. If it fails or burns out, you need to get
it replaced. The fan clutch has springs within that can corrode or wear out over the years. If
every other component of the cooling system seems fine, but the radiator fan is not working,
the most likely cause is the fan clutch. Before replacing the radiator fan assembly, make sure
that your engine is checked for internal damage, especially if the bad radiator fan caused the
engine to overheat. If you need a new BMW E46 radiator fan or any other part for your cooling
system, make sure that you get the components you need from PartsGeek, the most trusted
online supplier. We will make sure that you get the best auto parts and accessories at the most
affordable prices, no matter what make or model you own. Read more reviews. Catalog: E.
Vehicle Notes BMW i. Catalog: B. Vehicle BMW i. Vehicle Engine BMW i. Shipping Options:
Ground Fitment Information:. Catalog: D. Catalog: A. Vehicle Body BMW i. Catalog: G. Catalog:
H. Catalog: C. Catalog: T. Catalog: P. Catalog: Q. Catalog: S. Catalog: N. This range covers an
average radiator flush. Tell us your car to get a guaranteed price from RepairSmith.
Recommendations, either via word-of-mouth or internet reviews, are a great way to find a stellar
mechanic. If a repair business has been around for a long time and has a devoted following, you
can bet they operate with intelligence and integrity. Repair in your driveway should be a
professional experience. Time to raise your standards. There are many different types of
coolants on the market. Verify that a high-quality, OEM-style product will be used in your car.
Ask about warranties when you schedule an appointment as well. Warranties offer quality
assurance and protect you in the rare case that something goes wrong with your repair. Check
to make sure the shop is working with only the best, aka ASE certified professionals. The best
shops have a loyal clientele â€” and a packed schedule to prove it. Online recommendations or
word-of-mouth suggestions will help you find a mechanic with an outstanding reputation. A
good shop will take the time to explain how a radiator flush works. Although a radiator flush is
pretty straightforward, there are instances where the job can go awry. Ask about warranty
coverage when you schedule your appointment. The radiator is located at the front of your car,
directly behind the grille, so it collects lots of cool air as you drive. Using fins, the radiator
directs that cool air towards the tubes that house the coolant, and the coolant lowers in
temperature. The coolant can then circulate back to the engine to absorb more heat. Over time,
the antifreeze in the system will break down. It will become corrosive, and start to eat at the
components in the cooling system and in the engine. To keep that from happening, you want to
have a radiator flush, which is also known as a cooling system service or flush. A flush is a
basic service if you don't have a leak. First, a mechanic will drain the coolant. Then, the
mechanic will flush the rest of the system. Then new, clean coolant is added. Your radiator flush
service is complete A radiator flush is a preventative measure. A flush should be performed on
a routine schedule, before the antifreeze coolant breaks down and causes damage to your
vehicle's engine and cooling system. Using fins, the radiator directs that cool air towards the
tubes that house the coolant which lowers in temperature and prevents your car from
overheating. If you don't flush the cooling system frequently enough, the antifreeze will begin to
collect debris and break down in your radiator. As this happens, the coolant will become a
brown color. Flushing your system will help drain the dirty liquid, helping your radiator prevent
the engine from overheating. That brown coolant will eventually begin to turn into sludge, which
can build up and clog the coolant system. A radiator flush will help drain this sludge and
replace it with clean antifreeze, which will allow your radiator to function properly. As previously
mentioned, a radiator flush is a preventative measure so that your car doesn't overheat. Make
sure to follow your maintenance schedule and get your radiator flush on time. The cooling
system is a very important part of your car, as is flushing the radiator on time. Flushing and
maintaining the radiator not only keeps the cooling system and radiator healthy, but a flush also

protects your engine from serious damage, like overheating. This is why its super important to
flush your system regularly. Get the entire radiator system checked out. Not sure? Let us
diagnose. Related repairs How can we help? Oct 25, Sep 30, Sep 7, May 26, Oct 14, How to find a
mobile mechanic for a Radiator Flush? Do they have a good reputation? Do they seem
professional? How to find a local repair shop for a Radiator Flush? Look for a certified
mechanic Check to make sure the shop is working with only the best, aka ASE certified
professionals. Reputation is everything The best shops have a loyal clientele â€” and a packed
schedule to prove it. Are they helpful? Do they offer a warranty? What is a Radiator Flush? Get
a Quote Month 12,Mile Warranty. How urgent is a Radiator Flush? How can we help?
RepairSmith is here to make car repair easy. For more information go to It promotes proper
emissions control, better engine performance, and good fuel economy. But heat can also be
your engine's number one enemy, especially when it goes beyond normal operating
temperature. Excessive heat can completely destroy your engine and cause extreme damage to
crucial parts of your system, including the pistons, gaskets, bearings, valves, and camshaft,
just to name a few. Overheating can also adversely affect your engine's performance, causing
detonation, erratic combustion, and loss of power. You don't have to face these problems,
though, as long as you have a properly working BMW i radiator. It's your primary defense
against engine heat, but it may also wear out over time due to frequent use and various
damaging elements. Once you notice problems with your radiator, better act fast and do some
troubleshooting right away before your engine suffers from overheating. Here's a guide to help
you out:. It's normal to panic when you see smoke coming from your engine. Who wouldn't be
horrified at the sight of white smoke streaming out from under the hood? Before you take your
vehicle to the nearest auto shop, though, better inspect your radiator to see if it is plugged. A
clogged or plugged radiator will cause your engine to emit clouds of smoke or steam. If the
smoke is white, thick, and odorless, then it is most likely coolant from the radiator. Debris, rust,
and sediment buildup are the common culprits behind a plugged radiator. These culprits may
block the fins and hoses, preventing the radiator from cooling your engine. To fix a plugged
radiator, clean it thoroughly and flush out old, contaminated fluid. If the clogging is severe, it
would be best to take your radiator to a mechanic for intensive cleaning and repair. Coolant
leakage is one of the most common signs of radiator failure. If you're always running low on
coolant or seeing orange- and green-colored puddles under your vehicle when it is parked,
inspect the radiator for cracks or holes. To prevent coolant leakage, patch up the visible cracks
and punctures on the radiator. Epoxy and stop-leak additive products are effective in fixing
small radiator cracks. Heat can either be a friend or an enemy. When maintained at normal
operating temperature, heat can actually be very beneficial to your engine. Aside from ensuring
optimum internal combustion operation, heat is also necessary for proper emissions control,
better fuel economy, and efficient engine performance. Heat can turn into an extremely
dangerous enemy, though, when generated at an excessive level. Once it goes beyond normal
temperature range, heat can wreak havoc in your engine and destroy virtually all parts under the
hood. When heat becomes an enemy, the one friend you can turn to is your BMW i radiator. It
protects your engine from the harsh effects of overheating, so it is absolutely necessary to keep
this part well-maintained at all times. With proper care and regular maintenance, you can
prolong your radiator's life and keep it functioning efficiently. Here are a few tips to keep your
BMW i radiator in good working condition:. Changing old radiator fluid regularly is the best way
to keep your radiator from getting clogged with sediment, rust, and debris. Sediment buildup
from old radiator fluid can block the fins and hoses, causing your radiator to perform poorly. A
clogged radiator won't have the capacity to cool your engine properly, resulting in overheating
and extreme vehicle damage. To prevent this from happening, flush out old and contaminated
radiator fluid regularly. Most auto stores offer radiator flush solutions that can eliminate debris
and other buildup. It would also help to clean the radiator thoroughly on a regular basis to keep
deposits from building up and causing internal clogging. Due to frequent use and damaging
elements, your radiator may wear out and develop cracks, punctures, and holes over time.
Minor front-end collisions may also damage your radiator and create cracks on the surface,
causing coolant to leak out and form orange- or green-stained puddles under your vehicle.
Doing routine visual inspections on your radiator will help reveal signs of cracking and other
damage. This will also allow you to nip problems in the bud before they worsen. To stop the
cracks from getting bigger and creating more radiator problems, patch them up right away with
epoxy or stop-leak additive products. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to the latest version.
Retrieve quote. Track order. Sign In or Create Account. Every Purchase Supports. Texas Relief
Efforts. Select your vehicle. BMW i Radiator. Select your vehicle year. Refine by:. Radiator part.
Returns Policy. Recommended Use. Product Fit. Quantity Sold. Shop BMW i Radiator. Showing
1 - 15 of 22 results. Display item:. Sort by:. Part Number: P Vehicle Info Required to Guarantee

Fit. Core Charge. Add to cart. Inlet Outlet Size : 1. Product Details Notes : Automatic
transmission; This Radiator does not replace units with emission sensor in core; Please
measure your Radiator size before ordering. Part Number: CSF Universal Fit. Page 1 of 2
Showing 1 - 15 of 22 results. Jan 23, It fit perfectly. David Harden. Purchased on Jan 12, Core
Size. Dec 28, Love it. David Logan. Purchased on Dec 12, Nov 16, It fits, no leaks. So far so
good, it fit in the BM
2009 honda pilot cylinder diagram
ford ranger 85
allison transmission wiring schematic
W just fine. Its been approximately a week now and no leaks. Michelle Francis. Purchased on
Oct 27, Show More. BMW i Radiator Guides. Here's a guide to help you out: Smoke from the
engine It's normal to panic when you see smoke coming from your engine. Coolant leakage
Coolant leakage is one of the most common signs of radiator failure. Helpful Automotive
Resources. To successfully resolve it, you must first know what the logged code means. One of
the codes that you may retrieve from your scan tool is the code P00B6. Read on to learn more.
Because vehicles contain so many different fluids, most drivers experience difficulty
distinguishing one type of leak from another. Best Radiators for Your Vehicle Given the crucial
role of the car radiator in protecting the engine, always get the best replacement part for a worn
or broken unit. Contact Us. Phone Number Shop with Confidence. All Rights Reserved. Terms of
Use. Privacy Policy. California Supply Chain Disclosure. Accessibility Statement.

